Magical Pinwheels Workshop

Finished quilt top: 59” x 74”
100% cotton fabrics are recommended
About This Quilt Design

Pattern: BCS 1114 Magical Pinwheels
Simple looking quilts provide an opportunity to bring out any look for the
quilt…a baby quilt, a young boy or girl, a manly or a totally feminine quilt – all
by the choice of the fabrics. You, the quilter can take this quilt in any direction,
and the result will always be beautiful.
Fabric Selection Hints/Tips:
Using 6 fabrics, each Pinwheel is constructed from two paired fabrics – a
darker and a lighter plus the background but this could easily be a scrappy quilt
or the same fabrics could be used throughout. Your choice!
With any selection the prints for each pinwheel should be varied enough to see
a marked difference between them.
Fabric Requirements for Workshop:
You do not have to bring the fabric required for the entire quilt to the
workshop. If you would like to do samples of the work taught in the workshop,
you may bring an assortment of fabrics to work from, to practice and play.
Please bring fabric that is not smaller than a fat ¼ cut, an assortment of dark / medium prints, contrast colour,
and 3-4 light prints/tonals.
The fabric requirements for the entire quilt (BCS 1114 Magical Pinwheels) are on page 2 but are not a
requirement for the workshop but if you wish to bring what you plan to use for the quilt, please do so.

Supplies & Tools:



Sewing machine in working order (including power cords and extension cords) and don’t forget your 1/4”
piecing foot.



Thread (neutral to your fabrics), scissors, seam ripper, pins and any other notions you usually sew with.



A sharp machine needle at least a size 80/12.



Rotary cutter and mat and rulers. You are welcome to bring Quilt in a Day Large Flying Geese if you have it.



Wooden seam presser or individual mini irons if they are approved for your venue, unless you are okay to
share at any pressing stations provided. Please check with the workshop coordinator we wouldn’t want to
blow the fuses!



I will provide: The pattern BCS 1114 Magical PInwheels is included with your workshop fee and will be
supplied to you on the day of the workshop. If you already own one, please bring it with you to the
workshop.
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Magical Pinwheels Workshop (continued)…
Fabric Requirements for the Entire Quilt:
Quantities specified are for 44/45” wide fabrics.
100% Cotton or Cotton Flannels are recommended.
Cream Background

Main background, Pieced Border

1.9m or 2-1/8 yds.

Main Dark Blue Batik

Blocks, Pieced & Outside Border

1.2m or 1-1/4 yds.

Dark Blue Batiks
Blocks, Pieced Border
(2 different fabrics: 0.4 each or 1/2 yds.)

Total .08m or 7/8 yds.

Light Blue Batiks
Blocks, Pieced Border
(3 different fabrics: 0.5 each or 1/2 yds.)

Total 1.5m or 1-3/4 yds.

Binding – Dark Blue Batik

0.6m or 5/8 yds.

Optional Tools:
I will be demonstrating this tool listed below. If you have it or something similar, please bring them. If you don’t,
please do not feel the need to purchase them for the workshop. Why? Because you may not like them and
having the opportunity to play with them first allows you to see what they are all about.
•

Quilt in a Day™ Large Flying Geese Ruler 2x4/4x8 or a method of your choice.

I look forward to a very fun quilting day with you and Magical Pinwheels!
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